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belt, or the strange trees, or the tall llamas grazing quietly
in the next field. The singers quicken suddenly, and the
next song goes to the marching beat of a chacarera. The
leader announces another verse with the long-drawn
" Segunda-a "; and you know that home is far away. But
a hospitable house is near. That is a comforting feature
of alfresco meals in Argentina. The heroes of picnics in
Europe take a perverse delight in long, uncomfortable
journeys with bulky impedimenta, which land the party in
remote localities where it is quite impossible to repair grave
omissions in equipment. The missing knife, the lost cu-
cumber, the forgotten salt—these are the commonplaces of
picnics at home. But Argentina, with the caution born of
great distances, prefers to lunch outside the house with
everything near at hand; and an asado may sometimes be
just a meal taken in the open air instead of in the dining-
room.
But what a meal! The roast is ready now, and the big
knife comes into play. Attendant cavaliers race for
appropriate morsels for their ladies, since even ladies eat
more out of doors. Then, the demands of chivalry once
satisfied, they turn with terrifying gusto to their own re-
quirements ; and what the male requires when stimulated
by fresh air, red wine, and music, only survivors can recall.
Lifelong vegetarians have been detected racing one another
for the kidney; and when lunch is over, there is nothing
left but a few smouldering embers. But the music starts
again. This time it is a bouncing country dance; and the
big voice, invigorated by a hearty .lunch, announces the
mnchera with a thundering "Aura." The cheerful air pounds
gaily on, and the friendly baritone intones the chorus with
an up-country accent:
" Adehnte
Co lu baile
Cuesto si qu'e creoyo
Ahora somo todo gauchos
Y nada mase ... to mecor."

